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We summarise the results of our recent
PDJQHWLF H:OG VWXGLHV LQ XSSHU PDLQ
sequence stars, which have exploited
the spectropolarimetric capability of
FORS1 at the VLT extensively.

Introduction
"TQQDMSKX LNRS RSDKK@Q L@FMDSHB jDKC
observations are carried out using three
spectropolarimeters. In the northern
hemisphere, the high resolution spectropolarimeter ESPaDOnS is installed at
the 3.6-metre Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) on Mauna Kea and its

twin NARVAL at the 2-metre Telescope
Bernard Lyot on Pic du Midi. ESPaDOnS
and NARVAL can obtain linear and
circular polarisation spectra at a resoluSHNM NE @ANTS
(M SGD RNTSGDQM
hemisphere, the visual and near UV FOcal
Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph, FORS1, at UT2/Kueyen of the VLT
offers a spectropolarimetric mode with
a resolution of up to 4000. The two
smaller telescopes, in particular the TeleRBNOD !DQM@QC +XNS CDCHB@SD RHFMHjB@MS
amounts of observing time to magnetic
studies by the French and Canadian communities, making long-term magnetic
monitoring and magnetic surveys of certain types of stars possible. However only
a few programmes have been devoted
SN SGD RSTCX NE RSDKK@Q L@FMDSHB jDKCR VHSG
FORS1 in recent years, on account of
the high demand for observing time with
all instruments installed on Kueyen.
One of the biggest advantages of using
FORS1 at an 8-metre telescope is
the large collecting area, giving high S/N
polarimetric spectra of relatively faint
stars, down to magnitudes 12–13. Further,
due to the use of Balmer series lines
for the measurements of stellar magnetic
jDKCR HM SGD AKTD RODBSQ@K QDFHNM NA
served with grisms 600B or 1200B, fast
rotators with v sin i up to 300 km/s can
be studied. The technique for measuring
RSDKK@Q L@FMDSHB jDKCR VHSG %.12
in polarimetric mode was discussed by
Bagnulo et al. (2001) eight years ago,
VGDM SGD jQRS LD@RTQDLDMS NE SGD VDKK
known strongly magnetic chemically
peculiar A-type star HD 94660 was discussed in detail.
3GD LD@RTQDLDMS NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR
makes use of the presence of circular
polarisation in spectral lines, allowing lonFHSTCHM@K L@FMDSHB jDKC VGHBG HR SGD
BNLONMDMS NE SGD L@FMDSHB jDKC @KNMF
the line of sight, averaged over the
stellar disc, to be determined. Since no
ESO pipeline for the FORS1 spectropolarimetric mode exists, the spectrum
extraction is performed using a pipeline
written by Thomas Szeifert. The software
ENQ LD@RTQHMF SGD L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSG
was developed by us. In the following
VD CDRBQHAD NTQ L@FMDSHB jDKC CHRBNUDQ ies achieved with FORS1 in recent years.

New magnetic chemically peculiar stars
The magnetic chemically peculiar stars
with spectral classes A and B (Ap and
Bp stars) are presently the best-studied
RS@QR HM SDQLR NE L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSG
@MC L@FMDSHB jDKC FDNLDSQX "NMSQ@QX
to the case of solar-like stars, their magMDSHB jDKCR @QD CNLHM@SDC AX K@QFD RO@SH@K
scales and remain unchanged on yearly
timescales. Braithwaite & Spruit (2004)
BNMjQLDC SGQNTFG RHLTK@SHNMR TRHMF #
numerical hydrodynamics, the existence
NE RS@AKD L@FMDSN GXCQNCXM@LHB BNMjF urations that might account for long-lived,
NQCDQDC L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM SGDRD SXODR NE
stars.
#TQHMF
l
NTQ jQRS RTQUDX NE @
R@LOKD NE LNQD SG@M
O @MC !O
stars, including rapidly oscillating Ap stars
'TAQHF DS @K
@ BNMjQLDC SG@S KNV
resolution spectropolarimetry of hydrogen
Balmer lines obtained with FORS1 represents a powerful diagnostic tool for the
CDSDBSHNM NE RSDKK@Q L@FMDSHB jDKCR 6D
jQRS CHRBNUDQDC L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM
O
and Bp stars in this survey. Some of
these stars were used for a re-discussion
of the evolutionary state of upper mainsequence magnetic stars with accurate
Hipparcos parallaxes. These new obserU@SHNMR BNMjQLDC NTQ OQDUHNTR jMCHMF
that magnetic stars of mass M < 3 M
are concentrated towards the centre of
the main-sequence band, whereas stars
with masses M > 3 M seem to be concentrated closer to the zero-age mainsequence (Hubrig et al., 2000; 2007a).
In the course of this study we discovered
@M DWSQDLD L@FMDSHB O RS@Q '#
"# l ¦
VGHBG G@R SGD RSQNMF DRS KNMFHSTCHM@K L@FMDSHB jDKC DUDQ
detected in a rapidly oscillating Ap (roAp)
RS@Q VHSG @ LD@M L@FMDSHB jDKC LNCTKTR
<B
Ÿ
J& 'TAQHF DS @K
3GHR L@FMDSHB jDKC HR @ANTS @ E@B tor of three stronger than that of
HD 166473, < B ¶
l
J& SGD QN O
star with the second strongest magnetic
jDKC (M %HFTQD VD OQDRDMS QDBDMS %.12
measurements of the former star over
three months in 2008 used to determine
the rotation period of Prot
Ÿ
C@XR '#
HR SGD jQRS RS@Q NARDQUDC
VHSG %.12 VHSG @ RTEjBHDMSKX TMHENQL
phase coverage to establish its magnetic
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Figure 1. Phase diagram for
SGD L@FMDSHB jDKC LD@RTQD ments of the strongly magnetic
RS@Q '#
TRHMF GXCQN gen and metal lines the
best frequency is 0.1863 d -1,
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Figure 2. Left: Stokes I and V spectra of the B
Cephei star X1 CMa in the blue spectral region
around high number Balmer lines. Right: Stokes I
and V spectra of the Be star O Aqr in the region
including HD and HG lines.
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Massive stars usually end their evolution
VHSG @ jM@K RTODQMNU@ DWOKNRHNM OQN
ducing neutron stars or black holes. The
initial masses of these stars range from
9–100 M or more, which correspond
to spectral types earlier than about
! 3GD OQDRDMBD NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM
massive stars has been suspected for a
long time. The discovery of these magMDSHB jDKCR VNTKC DWOK@HM @ VHCD Q@MFD NE
well-documented enigmatic phenomena,
in particular cyclical wind variability,
HA emission variations, chemical peculiarity, narrow X-ray emission lines and
non-thermal radio/X-ray emission. Direct
LD@RTQDLDMSR NE SGD L@FMDSHB jDKC
strength in massive stars using spectro-

For a couple of years, the O6Vpe star
Q1 Ori C remained the only massive
. SXOD RS@Q VHSG @ CDSDBSDC L@FMDSHB jDKC
(Donati et al., 2002). To examine the
potential of FORS1 for the measurements
NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM L@RRHUD RS@QR
in 2007 we obtained 12 observations of
Q1 Ori C distributed over the rotational
ODQHNC NE
C@XR @MC BNLO@QDC SGDL
with previous measurements obtained
with high resolution spectropolarimeters.
The FORS1 measurements were
RTEjBHDMSKX @BBTQ@SD SN RGNV @ RLNNSG
sinusoidal curve in spite of a phase

Recently we acquired 38 new spectropolarimetric observations of 13 O-type
stars with FORS1, which led to magnetic
jDKC CDSDBSHNMR HM @M @CCHSHNM@K ENTQ
massive O-type stars. As the lower
number hydrogen lines in massive stars
generally show variable emission, the
LD@RTQDLDMSR NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR @QD
usually performed in two ways: using only
the absorption hydrogen Balmer lines
or using the entire spectrum including all
available absorption lines of hydrogen,
He I, He II, C III, C IV, N II, N III and O III. As an
important step, before the assessment
NE SGD KNMFHSTCHM@K L@FMDSHB jDKC VD
exclude all spectral features not belonging to the stellar photospheres of the
studied stars: telluric and interstellar features, CCD defects, emission lines and
KHMDR VHSG RSQNMF / "XFMH OQNjKDR 3GHR V@R
SGD jQRS SHLD SG@S L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSGR
were determined for such a large sample
of O-type stars, with an accuracy of a
few tens of Gauss, comparable to the
errors obtained with high resolution specSQNONK@QHLDSDQR -N L@FMDSHB jDKCR
stronger than 300 G were detected in the
studied sample, suggesting that large-
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O stars, pulsating B-type stars and earlytype emission line stars

polarimetry to determine the Zeeman
ROKHSSHMF NE SGD RODBSQ@K KHMDR @QD CHEjBTKS
since only a few spectral lines are available for these measurements and these
are usually strongly broadened by rapid
rotation.

Normalized Flux

period (Hubrig et al., 2009, submitted).
Note that the size of the error bars is
comparable to the size of the dots representing the individual measurements.
The measurement with the largest sigma
(< Bz
Ÿ
J& V@R NAS@HMDC
HM VD@SGDQ BNMCHSHNMR BK@RRHjDC @R fSGHBJ
BKNTCRt VGDQD SGD FTHCD RS@Q V@R EQD quently lost and thus was repeated by
the service observer a couple of nights
later.

1

Stokes V/I (%)

0

gap between 0.60 and 0.88, but with
somewhat dif ferent values of the magMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSG BNLO@QDC SN OQDUHNTR
measurements obtained with Musicos,
ESPaDOnS and NARVAL (Hubrig et al.,
2008). Unlike FORS1 measurements,
the high resolution spectropolarimeters
usually do not employ measurements
on hydrogen lines and thus different valTDR NE SGD L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSG L@X
be expected.
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RB@KD CHONKD KHJD L@FMDSHB jDKCR VHSG
ONK@Q L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSGR GHFGDQ SG@M
1 kG are not widespread among O-type
stars.
Two other groups of massive stars, early
B-type pulsating stars, such as B Cephei
and slowly pulsating B (SPB) stars,
@MC !D RS@QR SG@S @QD CDjMDC @R Q@OHCKX
rotating main-sequence stars showing
normal B-type spectra with superposed
Balmer emission, had been a puzzle
for a long time with respect to the presDMBD NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM SGDHQ @SLNR pheres. Only a very few stars of this type
VHSG UDQX VD@J L@FMDSHB jDKCR G@C ADDM
detected before we started our surveys
NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM ! SXOD RS@QR HM
Out of the 13 B Cephei stars studied
to date with FORS1, four stars, D Cet,
X1 ",@
",@ @MC 5
PK ONRRDRR
VD@J L@FMDSHB jDKCR NE SGD NQCDQ NE @
few hundred Gauss. The star X1 CMa is
the record holder with the largest mean
KNMFHSTCHM@K L@FMDSHB jDKC NE SGD NQCDQ NE
300–400 G (Hubrig et al., 2006b; 2009).
In Figure 2 (left) we present Stokes I and
V spectra of X1 CMa in the blue spectral
region around the high Balmer series
lines. Distinct Zeeman features, which are
indicators of the presence of a magnetic
jDKC HM SGHR RS@Q @QD D@RHKX CDSDBSDC @S SGD
wavelengths corresponding to the positions of strong spectral lines in the Stokes
I spectrum. Figure 2 demonstrates the
great advantage of using the blueoptimised EEV2 CCD of FORS1 for magMDSHB jDKC LD@RTQDLDMSR HM SGD AKTD
spectral region to cover all H Balmer lines
from HB to the Balmer jump. Roughly half

of the 34 SPB stars stud ied have been
ENTMC SN AD VD@JKX L@FMDSHB VHSG jDKC
strengths of the order of 100–200 G.
In classical Be stars, a number of physical processes (e.g., angular momentum
transfer to a circumstellar disc, channeling stellar wind matter, accumulation
of material in an equatorial disc, etc.) are
LNQD D@RHKX DWOK@HMDC HE L@FMDSHB jDKCR
are invoked (e.g., Brown et al., 2004).
3GD L@FMDSHB jDKCR NE !D RS@QR @OOD@Q SN
be very weak, generally of the order of
100 G and less. Furthermore, our timeQDRNKUDC L@FMDSHB jDKC LD@RTQDLDMSR NE
a few classical Be stars indicate that
some of them may display a magnetic
cyclic variability on timescales of tens of
minutes. In Figure 2 (right) we present
Stokes I and V spectra of the typical
Be star O Aqr in the region including HD
and HG lines with a measured longitudinal
L@FMDSHB jDKC Bz
Ÿ
&
Another emission line star, U Sgr, is a
magnetic variable star, probably on a few
months timescale with a maximum longiSTCHM@K L@FMDSHB jDKC Bz
Ÿ
&
(see Figure 3). The evolutionary status for
this star is not obvious as it is a single-line
spectroscopic binary system currently
observed in the initial rapid phase of mass
exchange between the two components
(Koubský et al., 2006). The star is hydrogen-poor and the observed spectrum
is extremely line-rich (see Figure 3). Future
LNMHSNQHMF NE HSR L@FMDSHB jDKC NUDQ @ EDV
months with a high resolution spectropolarimeter would be of extreme interest
to understand the role of the magnetic

MJD 54361.08

Our studies of massive stars revealed
SG@S SGD OQDRDMBD NE @ L@FMDSHB jDKC B@M
AD DWODBSDC HM RS@QR NE CHEEDQDMS BK@RRHj cation categories and at different evoluSHNM@QX RS@FDR 2HMBD L@FMDSHB jDKCR B@M
potentially have a strong impact on the
physics and evolution of these stars, it
is critical to answer the principal question
of the possible origin of such magnetic
jDKCR .MD HLONQS@MS RSDO SNV@QCR
answering this question would be to conduct observations of members of open
clusters and associations of different
ages. To date, we have studied the presDMBD NE L@FMDSHB jDKCR NMKX HM LDLADQR
of the young open cluster NGC 3766 in
the Carina spiral arm, known for its high
content of early-B type stars, with very
surprising results. Along with a strong
L@FMDSHB jDKC CDSDBSDC HM @ 'D ODBTKH@Q
RS@Q VD@J L@FMDSHB jDKCR G@UD ADDM
detected in a few normal B-type stars
and in a few Be stars (Hubrig et al., in
preparation). In Figure 4 we present
the observed Stokes I and V OQNjKDR NE
the He-peculiar member of this cluster
and of another cluster member that
V@R BK@RRHjDC @R @ ONSDMSH@K !D RS@Q AX
2GNAAQNNJ
VHSG KNMFHSTCHM@K L@F
MDSHB jDKCR NE ! z
Ÿ
&
and < Bz
l
Ÿ
& QDRODBSHUDKX
Obviously, to understand the role of magMDSHB jDKCR HM L@RRHUD RS@QR ETSTQD NARDQ vations are urgently needed to determine
the fraction of magnetic massive stars
@MC SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE SGDHQ SXOHB@K jDKC

1.0
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1.0

jDKC HM SGD DUNKTSHNM@QX OQNBDRR NE L@RR
exchange in a binary system.
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Figure 3. Left: Observed Stokes V spectra of the
emission line star U Sgr over two years in the vicinity
of Mg II 4481. Right: Normalised FORS1 Stokes I
spectrum of U Sgr.
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strengths. Further, we note that no physiB@K OQNODQSHDR @QD JMNVM SG@S CDjMD
these particular classes of stars as nonmagnetic. It seems to be appropriate
to admit that the inability to detect magMDSHB jDKCR HM L@RRHUD RS@QR HM OQDUHNTR
studies could be related to the weakness
NE SGDRD jDKCR VGHBG B@M HM RNLD RS@QR
be as little as only a few tens of Gauss
(e.g., Bouret et al., 2008).

with age and X-ray emission as expected
from the decay of a remnant dynamo
(Hubrig et al., 2009, A&A submitted). During our two-night observing run in May
2008 we were able to obtain circular
polarisation data for 23 Herbig Ae/Be
RS@QR @MC RHW CDAQHR CHRB RS@QR -N CDj nite detection was achieved for stars with
debris discs, whereas for Herbig
D !D RS@QR
L@FMDSHB jDKC CDSDBSHNMR
were achieved. One of the Herbig Ae
stars, HD 101412, showed the largest
L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSG DUDQ LD@RTQDC HM
intermediate mass pre-main-sequence
stars with < Bz
l
Ÿ
& BNMjQL ing the previous FORS1 detection by
Wade et al. (2007). The Stokes I and V
RODBSQ@ NE SGHR RS@Q @QD RGNVM HM %HFTQD

Herbig Ae/Be stars — resolving an
enigma

Normalized Flux

1.0

Strong distinct Zeeman features at the
position of the Ca II H and K lines
detected in four other Herbig Ae/Be stars
are presented in Figure 6. As we already
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Figure 4. Left: Stokes I and V spectra in the blue
spectral region around high number Balmer lines
for an He-peculiar member of the young open cluster NGC 3766. Right: Stokes I and V spectra around
high number Balmer lines for a candidate Be star
belonging to the young open cluster NGC 3766.
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Observations of the disc properties of
intermediate mass Herbig Ae stars
suggest a close parallel to T Tauri stars,
revealing the same size range of the
discs, similar optical surface brightness
and structure. It is quite possible that
L@FMDSHB jDKCR OK@X @ BQTBH@K QNKD HM BNM trolling accretion onto, and winds from,
Herbig Ae stars, similar to the magnetospheric accretion observed in T Tauri
stars. Using our sample of Herbig Ae
stars with masses of 3 M or less, we
searched for a link with other stellar
parameters to put preliminary constraints
on the mechanism responsible for

0.2
Stokes V/I (%)

Stokes V/I (%)

Normalized Flux

In our recent studies of Herbig Ae/Be
stars we sought to expand the sample of
RS@QR VHSG LD@RTQDC L@FMDSHB jDKCR SN
CDSDQLHMD VGDSGDQ L@FMDSHB jDKC OQNODQ ties in these stars are correlated with
other observed properties such as massaccretion rate, disc inclination, companions, silicates, PAHs, or show a correlation

reported in our earlier studies (Hubrig
et al., 2004, 2007b) these lines are very
likely formed at the base of the stellar
wind, as well as in the accretion gaseous
kNV @MC EQDPTDMSKX CHROK@X LTKSH
component complex structures in both
the Stokes V and the Stokes I spectra.
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Figure 5. Stokes I and V spectra of the Herbig Ae/Be
star HD 101412 with the largest detected magnetic
jDKC Left: Zeeman features in H9, H8, Ca II H and K
and HE OQNjKDR Right: Stokes I and V spectra in the
vicinity of the HG line.

Figure 6. Stokes V spectra in the vicinity of the Ca II
H and K lines of the Herbig Ae/Be stars HD 139614,
'#
'#
@MC '#
S SGD SNO HR
the previous observation of HD 190073, obtained in
,@X
3GD @LOKHSTCD NE SGD 9DDL@M ED@STQDR HM
the Ca II H and K lines observed in our recent measTQDLDMS ENQ SGHR RS@Q G@R CDBQD@RDC AX ]
BNL pared to the previous observations.

5
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p

Stokes V/I (%)

4
HD 190073
3
HD 152404
2
HD 144668

Closing remarks

HD 139614

In summary, using FORS1 spectropolarimetric observations, considerable
progress has been made over the last
eight years in studies of the presence of
L@FMDSHB jDKCR HM TOODQ L@HM RDPTDMBD
stars. These results are providing several new clues, but are also posing a
number of new open questions requiring
future spectropolarimetric studies.
Currently FORS1 in spectropolarimetric
mode is the only facility regularly used
for observations of circular and linear
polarisation by the ESO community. Since
FORS1 was decommisioned in P83, the
polarimetric capability has been moved
to FORS2 with the blue optimised EEV2
CCD available exclusively in visitor mode.
We hope that the spectroscopic capabilities of FORS2 will be used in the future
as intensively and successfully as they
were used on FORS1 in the past.
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of their pre-main-sequence life (see the
right of Figure 7). These results are
in line with the conclusions of Hubrig et
@K
@ SG@S L@FMDSHB jDKCR
in stars with masses less than 3 M are
rarely found close to the zero-age mainsequence.
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Figure 7. Left: The strength of the longitudinal magMDSHB jDKC OKNSSDC @F@HMRS SGD 7 Q@X KTLHMNRHSX
Right: 3GD RSQDMFSG NE SGD KNMFHSTCHM@K L@FMDSHB jDKC
as a function of age. Filled circles denote Herbig Ae
stars with a 3-S L@FMDSHB jDKC CDSDBSHNM VGHKD NODM
circles denote Herbig Ae stars with a lower S.
Squares denote stars with debris discs, of which
none has a 3-S L@FMDSHB jDKC CDSDBSHNM

L@FMDSNROGDQHB @BSHUHSX %NQ SGD jQRS
time we established preliminary trends
ADSVDDM L@FMDSHB jDKC RSQDMFSG L@RR
accretion rate, X-ray emission and age.
6D jMC SG@S SGD Q@MFD NE NARDQUDC L@F MDSHB jDKC U@KTDR HR HM @FQDDLDMS VHSG SGD
expectations from magnetospheric accretion models giving support for dipoleKHJD jDKC FDNLDSQHDR !NSG SGD L@FMDSHB
jDKC RSQDMFSG @MC SGD 7 Q@X DLHRRHNM
show hints of a decline with age in the
range of 2–14 Myrs probed by our sample,
supporting a dynamo mechanism that
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